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Abstract

The relatively weak tropical storms, known as low-pressure systems (LPSs), contribute as much as 60% of the seasonal pre-

cipitation over the hugely populated central India. More than a third of LPS are formed by the downstream amplification of

the westward propagating disturbances from the Pacific. Here, we show that the downstream LPS genesis are associated with

the tropical cyclones (TCs) in the Western North Pacific (WNP). Four major clusters of landfalling TCs that have a relatively

lesser degree of recurvature account for about 83% of the downstream LPS genesis. Causality in the fluctuations of the sea

level pressure over the Bay of Bengal (BoB) prior to the initiation of LPS is attributed to the Rossby wave activity over WNP

through transfer entropy analysis. Our results suggest a potential for the prediction of the downstream synoptic activity over

the BoB at least seven days ahead.
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Key Points:9

• A causal relationship is found between atmospheric Rossby wave activity over Pacific10

and sea-level pressure variation over the Bay of Bengal11

• Landfalling tropical cyclones over the South China Sea are associated with low-12

pressure systems’ genesis over the Bay of Bengal13

• 83% of downstream low-pressure systems over the Bay of Bengal are linked to four14

tropical cyclone clusters over Western North Pacific15
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Abstract16

The relatively weak tropical storms, known as low-pressure systems (LPSs), contribute as17

much as 60% of the seasonal precipitation over the hugely populated central India. More18

than a third of LPS are formed by the downstream amplification of the westward propa-19

gating disturbances from the Pacific. Here, we show that the downstream LPS genesis are20

associated with the tropical cyclones (TCs) in the Western North Pacific (WNP). Four21

major clusters of landfalling TCs that have a relatively lesser degree of recurvature account22

for about 83% of the downstream LPS genesis. Causality in the fluctuations of the sea level23

pressure over the Bay of Bengal (BoB) prior to the initiation of LPS is attributed to the24

Rossby wave activity over WNP through transfer entropy analysis. Our results suggest a25

potential for the prediction of the downstream synoptic activity over the BoB at least seven26

days ahead.27

Plain Language Summary28

The monsoon low-pressure systems (LPSs) are cyclonic vortices of diameter 1000–200029

km that are predominantly present over the Bay of Bengal (BoB) during the summer mon-30

soon. These systems are responsible for more than half of the summer monsoon rainfall over31

the highly populated central India and Gangetic plains. The genesis mechanisms of monsoon32

LPS are not fully understood, but can be broadly classified into two types - local processes33

(in situ) and remote forcing by the westward propagating atmospheric disturbances from34

the Pacific (downstream amplification). In this study, we show that the Rossby waves from35

four clusters of Western North Pacific (WNP) tropical cyclones (TCs) might be responsible36

for the triggering of most of the downstream genesis of the synoptic-scale storms over the37

BoB during the summer monsoon season. Our results suggest that the downstream storm38

development over the BoB can be reliably predicted, possibly using deep learning models,39

by considering predictors from WNP.40

1 Introduction41

The monsoon low-pressure systems (LPSs) are synoptic-scale vortices embedded in the42

large-scale South Asian summer monsoon circulation. These precipitating vortices produce43

more than half of the summer monsoon rainfall over Central India (Praveen et al., 2015;44

Krishnamurthy & Ajayamohan, 2010; Hunt & Fletcher, 2019; Thomas et al., 2021; Deoras45

et al., 2021). The weak cyclonic vortices that form over the Bay of Bengal (BoB) during46

summer monsoon season(June to September) has been reported more than a century ago47

(e.g., Eliot (1884), Blanford, (1890)). The trajectories of LPS have been archived since48

the late 19th century using the surface pressure charts by India Meteorological Department49

(IMD) [e.g., Mooley and Shukla, 1986; Sikka, 2006]. However, there is no clear understand-50

ing of the genesis mechanisms of LPS (Boos et al., 2015; Cohen & Boos, 2016). Previous51

attempts to study LPS genesis have examined the roles of baroclinic, barotropic, and52

combined barotropic-baroclinic instabilities (Shukla, 1977, 1978; Mishra & Salvekar, 1980;53

Lindzen et al., 1983). None of those studies were able to explain the observed genesis and54

growth of LPS adequately (Cohen & Boos, 2016). It is also noted that these studies did not55

distinguish mechanisms of downstream and in-situ formation of LPS. Although dynamic56

and thermodynamic structures of in-situ and downstream LPS are found to be similar,57

processes leading to their genesis are different . Hence the formation mechanisms of the two58

types of LPS should be addressed separately (Meera et al., 2019). The lack of distinction59

between downstream and in situ genesis might be one of the reasons for the inadequate60

understanding of the LPS genesis.61

In the in-situ LPS genesis events, the local dynamics and thermodynamics controls62

the formation of the vortex, whereas in the downstream case, westward propagating at-63

mospheric disturbances from the western north Pacific (WNP) can trigger a downstream64

amplification over the BoB (Krishnamurti et al., 1977). Most of the earlier studies in the65
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pre-satellite era assumed in-situ formation of LPS over the BoB, except for a few studies66

which reported the classification of genesis mechanisms (Krishnamurti et al., 1977; K. Saha67

et al., 1981; Chen & Weng, 1999). However, the studies that classified LPS on the basis of68

genesis mechanisms attributed more than 80% of the genesis to downstream amplification69

(Krishnamurti et al., 1977; K. Saha et al., 1981; Chen & Weng, 1999). Recently Meera et70

al. (2019), with the help of a long-term data analysis, have shown that only 32% of the71

LPS forms through downstream amplification and the remaining are in-situ genesis. The72

relatively shorter period of analysis in the earlier studies might be the reason for the differ-73

ences in the ratio of in situ to downstream LPS genesis between earlier and recent studies.74

Irrespective of the ratio of the in-situ to downstream LPS, the two types of systems should75

be treated separately to have a clear understanding of the genesis.76

The relationship between WNP TC activity and the Indian summer monsoon has been77

investigated in the past. However, the results were contradictory, with some suggesting a78

weakening of monsoon circulation and precipitation in response to excessive TC activity79

while others argued that WNP TCs are favorable for downstream LPS genesis that in80

turn can strengthen the monsoon precipitation (Krishnamurti et al., 1977; Kanamitsu &81

Krishnamurti, 1978; Chen & Weng, 1999). Krishnamurti et al. (1977) suggested that the82

westward propagating shortwaves associated with WNP TCs might be responsible for the83

downstream amplification of LPS over the BoB. Further, their analysis suggested that TCs84

making landfall over the east China coast trigger westward propagating waves. However,85

the nature of TCs responsible for the triggering of downstream amplification is not fully86

investigated. Further, K. Saha et al. (1981) considered only July and August for their87

analysis, while a large number of LPS forms in June and September as well (Meera et al.,88

2019). An analysis covering the entire summer monsoon season (June – September) is nec-89

essary to fully understand the downstream amplification of LPS. Here, following Camargo90

et al. (2007), we identify TC clusters in order to better understand the nature of link be-91

tween WNP TC and Indian monsoon LPS activity. Similar analysis robustly established92

the relationship between TC clusters and Madden–Julian Oscillation and El Niño Southern93

Oscillation (Camargo et al., 2007, 2008). The link between WNP TC clusters and down-94

stream amplification might lead to a better predictability of LPS genesis over the BoB. The95

main objective of the present study is to establish a cause-effect relationship (and thereby96

the existence of predictability) between WNP TCs activity and downstream genesis of LPS97

over the BoB.98

2 Data and Methodology99

The best track dataset provided by the Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC) from100

1979–2017 at a six hour interval over WNP basin are considered for the analysis. Only those101

systems that are categorised as a tropical storm or higher category during June-September102

are considered for the analysis. The daily mean sea-level pressure (MSLP) of European103

Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts fifth generation (ERA5) reanalysis dataset104

(Hersbach et al., 2020) at a spatial resolution of 0.25◦x0.25◦ from 1979–2017 is used in105

this study. The LPS are tracked using the algorithm developed by Praveen et al. (2015)106

from ERA5 which include all categories of LPS over BoB. The identified LPS are broadly107

classified into in-situ and downstream using the algorithm proposed by Srujan et al. (2021)108

which is an automation of the classification technique used by Meera et al. (2019).109

Convectively coupled equatorial waves are identified by performing wave number-frequency110

power spectral analysis on National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration inter-111

polated daily outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) data (Liebmann & Smith, 1996) and fitting112

the theoretical dispersion relationship for each wave mode by adjusting the equivalent depth113

(Murakami, 1980; Wheeler & Kiladis, 1999). Significant n = 1 Rossby wave amplitude was114

observed between equivalent depth 10 m and 100 m for wave number -10 and -2 and pe-115

riod 8 and 90 days (Fig. S1) and hence, Rossby waves in OLR are isolated by applying116

wave number-frequency filtering in these region. An Emperical Orthogonal Function (EOF)117
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analysis is performed on the Rossby wave filtered daily OLR anomalies over the domain118

100◦E–180◦E, 0◦–20◦N. The leading principal component (PC1) explains the Rossby wave119

activity over this region. The transfer entropy (TE), which is a measure to quantify the120

information transferred from one variable to another variable, is calculated between the121

PC1 and the MSLP over the domain 90◦E – 120◦E, 15◦N25◦N (Schreiber, 2000; Kaiser &122

Schreiber, 2002; Lizier et al., 2008). To examine the existence of any predictive relationship123

between PC1 and MSLP, the TE is calculated for time lags ranging from zero to seven days124

by sliding the PC1 time series. The TE computations are repeated three times for each lag125

by increasing the length of the time series by one day for each calculation. For instance,126

at lag-0, the TE is computed initially by taking PC1 and MSLP time series from t-4 to127

t+2 days, where t-0 is the date of initiation of a downstream LPS. This calculation is then128

repeated two more time by changing the start date to t-5 and t-6, respectively. This is done129

to examine the sensitivity of TE calculations to the length of the time series. For lags 1 to130

7, the length of the data for TE calculation is increased by adding the lag.131

The WNP TCs are divided into six clusters using the mixture polynomial regression132

model to fit the trajectories of TCs (Gaffney, 2004; Camargo et al., 2007, 2008). The log-133

likelihood is the measure of goodness-of-fit for the probabilistic mixture models; therefore134

the log-likelihood values verses the number of clusters curve is shown (Fig. S2) . The135

number of clusters are selected on the basis of a threshold log-likelihood (∆l) value 0.05.136

The termination of clusters happens when ∆l value falls below the threshold value for two137

consecutive times. The ∆l values between clusters 6,7 and clusters 7,8 are less than 0.05,138

and therefore a total of six clusters are considered (Fig. S2).139

3 Results and discussion140

The total monthly occurrences of WNP TCs and the two categories of LPS over the141

Indian monsoon region from 1979 to 2017 are shown in Fig. 1. The TC occurrences are min-142

imum in June followed by a doubling in July. The maximum TC genesis is found in August143

followed by September. The distribution of number of monthly downstream LPS follows the144

similar pattern as WNP TC distribution, except for closer genesis numbers between June145

and July, indicating a link between them. It is clear from Fig. 1 that downstream LPS cases146

are more prominent in the months of August and September, similar to the distribution of147

TC frequency. The earlier analysis on this topic was confined to July and August (K. Saha148

et al., 1981). The distribution of in-situ LPS genesis numbers is different from those of149

downstream LPS and TCs. Many previous studies considered topical cyclones as an im-150

portant source of synoptic scale wave activity over WNP region (Krishnamurti et al., 1977;151

Sobel & Bretherton, 1999; Tam & Li, 2006). It is hypothesized that Rossby wave energy152

dispersion from a preexisting cyclone could trigger synoptic scale disturbances. Confluent153

background flow over the west Pacific also acts as a conductive environment for the genesis154

of synoptic scale wave disturbances through wave energy accumulation (Webster & Chang,155

1988). A strong Rossby wave activity can be seen in the WNP during June - September156

season (Fig. S3). A clear westward propagation of the relative vorticity (ζ) anomaly and157

low-level winds can also be seen around 120◦E towards the BoB (Fig. S4). A regression158

of PC1 of Rossby filtered OLR on 850 hPa wind vectors at different lags shows a westward159

propagation of disturbance from WNP and an intensification of the cyclonic circulation over160

the BoB (Fig. S5).161

The earlier studies did not establish a causality of downstream LPS to signals prop-162

agating from the WNP (Krishnamurti et al., 1977; K. Saha et al., 1981; Chen & Weng,163

1999; Meera et al., 2019). We establish the causal relationship between the Rossby variance164

over the West Pacific and downstream LPS over the BoB using TE. The TE shows flow165

of information from the memory of one variable to the other variable (Gupta et al., 2020).166

The TE captures both the memory as well as direction of information compared to mutual167

information. Recently, Gupta et al. (2020) applied TE to check the information transferred168

between pollutants and meteorological variables. They have found a TE value of about 25169
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for a strong link between two parameters and that of 0.01 for a weak link. The high value of170

TE indicates the strength of information transfer. The TE is calculated considering MSLP171

over box-1 and PC1 of Rossby-filtered OLR anomaly over box-2 (Fig. S3). The TE from172

PC1 to MSLP is of the order of 109 in case of downstream LPS (Fig. 2a) while that of in173

situ LPS is much smaller (Fig. 2b), reinforcing the argument that in situ genesis is due to174

the local dynamics and thermodynamics. In the case of downstream LPS, although the TE175

magnitude fluctuates slightly for each lag, its order remains the same (Fig.2a). To examine176

the possibility of propagation of the signal in the opposite direction, viz, from the BoB to177

WNP, we computed TE from MSLP to PC1 which is found to be low. This suggests that178

the propagation of signal is only in the westward direction from WNP. Also, TE values are179

consistent when the calculation is repeated by varying the length of time series from 7 to 9180

days which indicates the robustness of the result.181
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Figure 1. The total monthly distribution of Western North Pacific tropical cyclones, down-

stream, and in-situ low-pressure systems for the months of June, July, August, and September.

The calculations are based on the data during 1979-2017 period. A Kolmogorov−Smirnov test

rejected the null hypothesis that in-situ LPS and TCs have the same distribution (p<0.05) while

the null hypothesis could not be rejected in the case of downstream LPS and TCs.

A clustering analysis of WNP TCs was carried out as suggested by Camargo et al.182

(2007), using a polynomial mixture model that fits geographical tracks. The polynomial183

mixture model is a probabilistic model which does soft clustering by assigning probabilities184

to each data point to which cluster it belongs. The Expectation-Maximization is used to185

optimize the model. The clustering analysis reveals six major TC clusters over the WNP186

(Fig. 3). As our focus is on monsoon LPS, we consider the summer monsoon season (June187

– September) for the TC clustering analysis. The mean track curve of all TC tracks in each188

cluster is shown. The clusters are labeled from A-F in which the cluster A contains the189

most number of TCs and cluster F the lowest. Most TCs in cluster A form west of 140◦E190

and the mean track computed by interpolating all TCs in the cluster to 5 days suggests191

that they propagate in the northward direction in general with an angle of recurvature of192

63.1◦. The TC tracks in clusters B and D undergo minimal re-curvature. The angle of193

recurvature for the mean track of these two clusters is zero (Table S1). The TCs in cluster194
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Figure 2. Transfer entropy between PC1 of Rossby filtered OLR over the WNP and MSLP over

the BoB computed for (a) downstream and (b) in situ LPS at different lags. Lag-0 indicates that

both the time series have the same start and end dates and with increasing lags, the PC1 time

series is shifted ahead of a fixed MSLP time series. At each lag, the TE is computed three times

by varying the length of the time series.

C are recurving in nature, with their genesis west of 140◦E like that of TCs cluster A. The195

TCs in cluster C has a long westward moving trajectory before recurving at an angle of196

87.5◦. The TC tracks in clusters E and F are initiated in the tropical central Pacific and197

often the lifecycle of TCs in these clusters are longer compared to other clusters. The angle198

of recuravture of clusters E and F are 81.1◦ and 101.4◦, respectively, with cluster F having199

a large angle of recurvature among all clusters. The landfall locations of cluster B and D200

TCs are somewhat similar though their origins are different, with cluster B TCs forming201

mostly west of 140◦E and the latter east of 150◦E. It is evident from the mean TC track in202

Fig. 3 that most of the TCs in clusters A, B, C, and D have large westward propagating203

component close to South China Sea.204

The normalized monthly distributions of TCs in all six clusters for the JJAS season205

are shown in Fig. S6. The normalised monthly distribution of TC frequency in cluster A206

is identical with the total monthly distributions of WNP TCs and the downstream LPS as207

shown in Fig. 1. The relative TC genesis frequency is weak in June in all clusters except208

cluster D. The downstream LPS genesis is also least in the month of June. Although the209

distribution of total TCs are similar to that in Camargo et al. (2007), the distribution within210

the clusters are different which may be due to the difference in the season and number of211

clusters considered. The TCs in each cluster which trigger a downstream LPS have either212

large westward moving component or landfall close to South China sea and adjacent land213

area(Fig. S7). 83% of the downstream LPS genesis is associated with the TCs in clusters214

A, B, C, and D (Fig. S8). Further, the sum of monthly distributions of TCs in clusters A,215

B, C, and D show a pattern similar to the monthly distributions of downstream LPS. The216

detailed statistics of cluster-wise TCs are shown in Table S2. The percentage of TC landfall217

is very high in the cluster D (96%) followed by the cluster B (88%) and the least number of218

landfall occurs in the cluster E (3.75%) which is consistent with the trajectories in Fig. 3.219

The overall percentage of landfall is 43.6% which is in line with the estimates of Camargo220

et al. (2007) though analysis periods are different.221
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Figure 3. The total tracks of TCs over WNP from 1979-2017 in each cluster from A-F with the

mean track(Black line) of TCs interpolated to a length of 5 days. The number of TC tracks in each

cluster is indicated on top right side of the panels.

In order to understand the association between the downstream LPS genesis and the222

TCs in each cluster, we estimate the monthly number of LPS genesis within one to ten days223

of a TC genesis in each cluster (Fig. 4). The reason for choosing a 10-day window is because224

earlier studies suggested an average of 12 systems forming per June - September season that225

translates into one storm genesis in 10 days (Hurley & Boos, 2015). The total number of226

LPS genesis associated with each TC cluster is shown in Fig. 4a. TCs in clusters A to D227

account for 83% of the downstream LPS genesis. From Fig. 3, it is clear that TC genesis228

in clusters E and F happens closer to the dateline than that in other clusters. The monthly229

distribution of cluster-wise downstream LPS genesis frequency explains the monthly genesis230

of downstream LPS shown in Fig. 1. Most of the clusters show a weak or zero genesis of231

downstream LPS in the month of June. The most favorable months for downstream LPS232

genesis that is linked to a TC cluster are August and September, in line with the analysis233

shown in Fig. 1.234

The degree of recurvature of TCs in clusters A, B, C, and D is less compared to that of E235

and F. Further, the frequency of TC landfall is more in the first four clusters. Krishnamurthi236

et al. (1977) have also suggested that the landfalling TCs over the eastern China coast trigger237

westward propagating atmospheric disturbances.238
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Figure 4. a) The number of downstream LPS associated with each TC cluster in the 10-day

window prior to the initiation of the LPS.(b-g) monthly distribution of LPS for each TC cluster.

The composite ζ anomaly at 850 hPa from t-7 to t-0 days of downstream LPS cases239

are shown in Fig S4. A westward propagating positive ζ anomaly can be seen over central240

Pacific from seven days prior to the onset of a downstream LPS. This ζ anomaly intensifies241

over the WNP and propagates further west towards the BoB. The track densities of TCs in242

clusters A, B, C and D are high west of 140 ◦E which can be the reason for the intensification243

of ζ there.244
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4 Conclusion245

The link between Western North Pacific (WNP) tropical cyclones (TCs) and the for-246

mation of downstream low-pressure systems (LPSs) over the Bay of Bengal is known since247

the late 1970s (Krishnamurti et al., 1977). However, a causal relationship between TC ac-248

tivity and downstream LPS genesis was not established. Here, we have established a causal249

relationship between WNP TCs and downstream LPS over the Bay of Bengal using trans-250

fer entropy. The prediction of monsoon LPS activity is highly desirable as these systems251

account for the synoptic scale variability that contributes more than half of the seasonal252

rainfall over the plains of continental India. Conventionally, the synoptic scale variability of253

Indian summer monsoon was considered chaotic, with low predictability (Goswami et al.,254

2006; S. K. Saha et al., 2019). The linkage between the WNP TC activity and downstream255

LPS genesis over the Bay of Bengal can lead to a new source of synoptic scale predictability256

of Indian summer monsoon. While it might not result in an immediate improvement in257

the predictability using conventional dynamical models, such a relationship can be useful258

for selecting predictors for data driven deep learning models. With the recent claims of259

synoptic-scale predictability by deep learning models (Sinha et al., 2021), a reliable predic-260

tion of downstream LPS genesis over the Bay of Bengal based on WNP TCs genesis might261

be possible.262
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Table S1. Mean angle of re-curvature of TCs in each cluster

Clusters Angle (degrees)
A 63.08
B 0
C 87.05
D 0
E 81.05
F 101.38

Table S2. The statistics of Western North Pacific TCs that had genesis during June to

September in 1979 - 2017 period.The clusters are in decreasing order with respect to number of

TCs in the cluster.
Cluster No. of TCs % of TCs No. landfalling TCs % of landfalling TCs

A 149 23.9 18 12.1
B 144 23.1 127 88.2
C 102 16.3 28 27.5
D 86 13.8 83 96.5
E 80 12.8 3 3.8
F 63 10.1 13 20.6
All 624 100% 272 43.6%
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Figure S1. The Wheeler Kiladis symmetric/background wavenumber-frequency spectra of

daily outgoing longwave radiation anomaly from 1979 to 2017 (June-September). Red lines

represent theoretical dispersion for n=1 Rossby waves for an equivalent depth equal to 10 m and

100 m, respectively.
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Figure S2. The log-likelihood values for the different number of clusters (1-15 clusters). The

log-likelihood values shown are the maximum of 20 runs, obtained by a random permutation of

the 70% tropical cyclones given to the cluster model. This analysis is done for June – September

period during 1979 – 2017.
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Figure S3. Mean Rossby variance of outgoing longwave radiation for JJAS during 1979 - 2017.

The solid (dashed) box is the box2 (box1) respectively for which TE is computed.
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Figure S4. Composites of wind vectors and relative vorticity anomaly at 850 hPa over

the Pacific from t-7 to t-0 (a-h) for the downstream LPS, where t-0 corresponds to the day of

downstream LPS genesis. This analysis is done for June – September period during 1979 – 2017.
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Figure S5. Regression of 850 hPa wind vectors on PC1 of the Rossby filtered outgoing

longwave radiation from lag-5 to lag-0 (a-f). At lag0 both the time series are considered from t-0

to t-10 for each downstream LPS where t-0 is the day of genesis of downstream LPS. At each

lag, the PC1 time series is lagged behind the wind vector time series. The units of regression

coefficients are m s-1(std of PC1)-1. This analysis is done for June – September period during

1979 – 2017.
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d) Cluster D (13.8%)
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Figure S6. The Normalized monthly distribution of TCs in each cluster from A-F. This

analysis is done for 1979 – 2017. The percentage of TCs in each cluster are mentioned on top of

figure from a-f
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Figure S7. The tracks of TCs over WNP from 1979-2017 which triggers downstream LPS

in each cluster from A-F with the mean track(Black line) of TCs interpolated to a length of 5

days. The number of TC tracks in each cluster is indicated on top right side of the panels. This

analysis is done for June – September period during 1979 – 2017.
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Figure S8. Sum of monthly distribution of LPSs in clusters A,B,C, and D. The number

of unique LPS in these four clusters are account to 83.34%. This analysis is done for June –

September period during 1979 – 2017.
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